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21 WEB-BASED EMPLOYEE ATTENDANCE SYSTEM OF CV M & G ACC Misly1, Nur
Hidayati2 , Yulita Mesah3, Achmad Fitro4 1, Computer Engineering, 2 NSC
Polytechnic Surabaya, 1 misly.tkj@gmail.com,2 nurhidayati1896@gmail.com, 3
mesahyulita@gmail.com Abstract Web-based Employee Information System can
be used as a solution in handling the process of employee attendance at CV M &
G Acc.
The company can find out the right employee for the company through web-
based employee information system. In addition, company can process
attendance data in a database. In making this final project, the writers discuss how
to design a web-based employee information system.
The system is built using PHP programming language while the database server
uses MySQL. The result achieved from the making of this final project is a
web-based employee information system. The existence of a web- based
employee information system is expected to help HRD division in calculating
employee attendance, and makes it easier for managers to see employee
attendance report. Keywords : Attendence, PHP, MySQL, System, Information 1.
Introduction Technology has grown rapidly nowadays.
Many remote areas can also feel the information technology today. Now we can
enjoy information technology wherever we want. Information Technology has
actually been around long ago. In the past, humans created technology because
the urge to live better, and it strongly encourages people to make technologies
that can help them in terms of work.
That is why technology continues to develop till today. Information technology
has a great influence in various aspects of people's lives. It has been a part of
people's lives and cannot be separated, moreover in ts l iTworlofeducaton,
government, business, health and daily needs of people always requires the
existence of information. Internet is a medium of information that is very fast and
efficient in spreading information without distance and time limitation.
This media has formed a new community culture, other cyber worlds. Searching
for information on the internet can be done by visiting the site (website) that
relates to the information needed or can be searched on search sites (Searching
Engine) In CV M & G Acc company unfortunately, still uses manual attendance
system (check clock). Every month, employees must send their attendance data
via e-mail.
In this era, it can be facilitated by the existence of a website, so that employees do
not need to send e- mail. HRD of companies can access employee attendance
data directly. Therefore, to facilitate the company in knowing employee
attendance data, the writers want to make a final project entitled "Web-Based
Employee Information System" to provide solutions. 2. Discussion 2.1
Design System design is the most important part in the development of an
information system and one of the system components that can be used as a
benchmark for the success of the system is output. A. Data Flow Diagram (DFD)
Data Flow Diagrams (DFD) is a diagram that uses notations to describe the flow of
system data that can help to understand the system logically, structurally and
clearly. DFD is a tool to describe or explain a system that is running logically. a.
DFD Level 0 This diagram is a general description of the application Picture 1.0
DFD Level 0 b. DFD Level 1 This diagram is a functional description of the
application process 22 Picture 2.DFD level 1 c. DFD Level 2 This diagram is a
functional description of the application process. 1. DFD Level 2, Process 1 Picture
3 DFD Level 2 Process 1 2.
DFD Level 2 Process 2 Picture 4. DFD Level 2 Process 2 3. DFD Level 2 Process 3
Picture 5. DFD Level 2 Process 3 4. DFD Level 2 Process 4 Picture 6. DFD Level 2
Process 4 B. ERD (Entity Relation Diagram) Entity Relation Diagram (ERD) is a
diagram used to connect the data in a database based on basic data objects that
have relationships.
Following is ERD employee attendance diagram: Picture 7. ERD absensi
(attendence) 2.2 Database Creation Database is a storage medium used to store
supporting data as a system input which is then processed into system output
data. The database created in this final project uses MySQL. Below is the database
structure that is used: Picture 6. Relationships between tables 23 2.3
Implementation A. The next step after designing the system is the implementation
of the system. The implementation of the system will change the form of design
which consist of materials into programming. Minimum Hardware needs to run
this application are: 1. Software dan Hardware Needed Devices that need to be
installed into a computer system are: a.
Computer/ Pentium III (or higher) laptops b. RAM, at least 1GB c. Windows 7 (or
higher) d. XAMPP PHP e. Google Chrome f. Notepad++ 2. Program Operations In
program operation, it is explained what functions are contained in the application
and how to use them. The explanation is as follows: a. Administrator Login At this
stage, administrator login section is filled in with a username and password.
Username : admin Password : admin Picture 3.13 Administrator Login Log in Form
The log in form serves as a determinant for application program users, so only
those who have access rights can log in.
In the log in form there are access rights levels to select for each user and the
"LOGIN" button that functions to enter the next view. b. Administrator Main Page
Design Picture 3.14 Administrator main page c. Employee Data Design Picture
3.15 The employee data d. Attendence Data Design Picture 3.16 Checking
Per-period attendance report Picture 3.17 Sick & Absent Attendence data report
24 Picture 3.18 Employee validation report e.
Employee Login At this stage the employee login section is filled in with a
username and password. Username : 12345 (ID pegawai) Password : 123456
Picture 3.19 Employee Login f. Employee Main Page Design Picture 3.20 Employee
Main Page g. Validation Design for sick and absent (with permission) Pice 3.21
Vion f empls who’s absent (with permission) Picture 3.22 Validation for absent
(with permission) employee 3.
System Testing Application testing is done to find out if the system is made in
accordance with the analysis that has been planned, so that the advantages and
disadvantages of the application can be known. Application testing is done with
the black box testing method by running the application directly. Your data will be
displayed on the profile page when successfully logging in.
Log out Log out is the process of exiting the system, or exiting an account that
was previously used. 25 3. Conclusions and Suggestions 3.1 Conclusions Based on
the results obtained from the process of making this final project, we conclude
that : 1. A web-based employee information system can simplify the company's
HRD in calculating employee attendance data. 2.
The employee information system provides information that facilitates the HRD of
CV M & G Acc in handling the payroll process, because the data has been inputted
automatically. 3. Web-based information system presents employee attendance
information that can be accessed by employees easily and quickly without having
to come to the office if they are sick or absent (with permission) 3.2
Suggestions Based on the results of the final assignments that we have made in
this web-based employee information system, we give suggestions for: 1. Use a
guaranteed security system so that employee attendance data is not misused for
purposes that are not related to the system. 2. Proper and regular updating and
maintenance of the system are needed in order to get its function optimally. 4.
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